
 

 

 

 
Object of the Game: Victory is achieved 
by attacking and damaging the opposing 
Player’s Castle from its starting 10 Health 
to 0 Health

Card Details and Glossary: 
Card = a card in your hand or a card in the 
deck (not yet in play or placed as a Resource) 
   Unit = any card currently in play on the 
 game board.
Ally = any card you control in play on the 
game board.
Each Faction has a deck with a different graphic 
design and font.  Cards from different Factions 
cannot be mixed into one deck.  Factionless 
(neutral) cards will feature the text “Factionless” 
on the card and can be added to any Factions deck.
Epic = only 1 Epic card can be added to your deck.

    Blue Text and the icon “      ” in the Ally Text 
Area visualize this Unit has an Ability which can be 
activated by “Taking a Unit Action”.

Black Text in the Ally Text Area are always active 
Abilities as these are considered passive Abilities.

A Resource (known as Mana in some circles) is 
the basic currency of the game.  There is no 
specific card in your hand that is a dedicated 
Resource and any card in your hand can become 
1 Resource (the cost of that card does not matter).  
If you choose to place a Resource; place the card 
off the game board face-down and it will become 
1 Ready (unused) Resource.  

Exhausting or ‘spending’ a Resource is 
completed by physically turning any number 
of Ready Resource(s) at a 45 degree angle.  This 
turning motion visually signifies to both Players
the Resource has been Exhausted and is no 
longer usable for the current turn. 
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     The face-up side of a Unit card.

Ability cards are cards that can only be played 
during the Open Phase of a Players turn and the 
text of the Ability takes place as the card is played.  

Instant Abilities “       ” can be played on any 
Players turn anytime.

Attachment Abilities “       ” permanently 
attach to and travel with a Unit.  

    The face-up side of an Ability card.
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Setup: Each Player assembles a Faction deck of at 
least 30 cards and a maximum of 40 cards composed 
of only 1 Faction type and no more than 2 copies of 
any individual card (including Factionless cards)
in a deck.  Each Player places a red token on their 
respective starting Castle Health tracker starting 
at 10 Health.  A Castle can never have more than 
10 Health and if any Player’s Castle goes to 
0 Health then that Player immediately loses the 
game.  Place a red token in the ‘START’ position of 
the Momentum Meter and shuffle each 
pre-assembled deck.  The opposing Player is 
welcome to cut your deck and then each Player 
draws 5 cards from their respective decks.  If a 
Player does not prefer their cards 1 ‘mulligan’ is 
allowed per game.  A ‘mulligan’ is performed by 
putting all 5 originally drawn cards onto the bottom 
of your deck and drawing 5 brand new cards from 
the top of your deck.  Each Player rolls a six-sided 
die.  The highest roller decides who goes first, 
re-roll the dice in the case of a tie. 

Phases: Each Player’s turn has only 3 Phases.  
Start of Turn Phase - all steps followed in order.
Open Phase - all steps are optional and can be 
completed in any order at any time during this Phase.
End of Turn Phase - all steps followed in order.

Phase Details - Start of Turn Phase:
1) Roll Momentum - roll any 1 six-sided die and 
move the Momentum Meter token the appropriate 
number of spaces toward the Player’s Castle of 
whose turn it is.  If any Player rolls more spaces than 
the MAX position then that Player cannot move the 
token any further than the MAX position, or off the 
board.
2) Ready Exhausted Resources - all previously 
Exhausted Resources are Readied.  This is the 
in-game “payday” and any previously Exhaused 
Resources can be spent again on this new turn.
3) Draw a Card from your deck.   
4) Start of Turn Effects - resolve any Abilities 
per your friendly in-play Units Ally Text Areas.
5) Move Units - move all in play Allies you have 
controlled since the beginning of your turn the 
number of spaces toward the opposing Castle per 
each Units movement value as printed on the card 
(yorur Allies must move forward this printed value, 
as this is not optional movement).      
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Game Mechanics: 
Playing cards, a card is ‘played’ in your Castle Area 
by Exhausting an appropriate number of Ready 
Resources per the Cost of the desired card to be 
played.  If a card in a Player’s hand is Cost 4, then 
4 Ready Resources are required to be Exhausted 
and the Cost 4 card can be played in any one of 
the Player’s three vacant Castle Areas.

Take a Unit Action, during a Player’s Open Phase 
each and every Unit that is in play since the 
beginning of that Players turn has 4 options:
   1. Do nothing    
   2. Charge   
   3. Activate an Ability “     ” in blue text in your 
       Units Ally Text Area (if applicable)
   4. If Engaged with an opposing Unit or Castle 
       then a Unit can Attack.

Charge is NOT written in the Ally Text Area, as every 
Unit in the Castle Assault can Charge unless 
specifically written in the Ally Text Area that the 
Unit “Cannot Charge”.  

Charge, during the Open Phase a Unit may Charge 
provided it has been under its Controller’s control 
since the start of that Player’s turn.  That Player 
  states the Charging Units name aloud then 
rolls any one of the six-sided dice.  The Unit then 
physically moves forward (towards the opposing 
Player’s Castle) the same number of spaces as the 
dice roll.

Discard, discarded or destroyed cards are placed 
next to the Players deck face-up in the “Discard” 
pile.  
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Phase Details - Open Phase:
a) Place a Resource - place one or no 
cards face-down as a Ready Resource.
b) Play Units - play one or more Units 
by Exhausting an appropriate number 
of Ready Resources and play that card in 
one of your three possible vacant 
Castle locations.   
c) Play Abilities - play one or more Abilities 
by Exhausting an appropriate number of 
Ready Resources and allowing the Abilities 
effect to resolve on your desired target.
d) Take Unit Actions - each and every Unit you 
controlled since the beginning of your 
turn can take a Unit Action.

 Phase Details - End of Turn Phase:
6) End of Turn Effects resolve effects as directed 
by any currently in-play Units text per their 
Ally Text Area.
End of Turn discard:  if you have greater than 
6 cards in your hand at the end of your turn you 
must discard any number of cards until you only 
have 6 remaining.

Game End:  If a Player’s Castle is reduced to 
  0 or lower Health, that Player loses the game.  
  If a Player runs out of cards in their deck they do 
NOT reshuffle the discard pile to make a new deck.  
That Player does not lose, but now must play at least 
1 card from their hand during their turn (if they 
are able).  If both Players run out of cards to draw 
and run out of cards to play in their hands, and 
there are no Units on the Battlefield or the Units on 
the battlefield are locked in battle, whoever has the 
highest Castle Health wins.  If the Castle Health is 
tied, then each Player rolls a six-sided die.  The 
highest roller wins.  Re-roll ties.

An alternative method to learn 
how to play Castle Assault: 
  Please visit www.MomentumVolsk.com
for gameplay videos which highlight how 
Castle Assault is played. 

 

Example Start of Game: 
TURN 1 - Player 1 (the Player going first) 1st turn: 
Player 1 has already drawn 5 cards: Knight, 
Crossbowoman, Mage, Pikewoman, and Wild Wrath.

Start of Turn Phase: Player 1 rolls any 1 of the 
six-sided dice and rolls a 4 and moves the 
Momentum Meter token 4 spaces toward 
Player 1’s Castle (the side they are sitting on).  The 
Momentum Meter is now in the MAX position in 
Player 1’s favor.  Player 1 now draws a card from 
their deck which is another Wild Wrath Ability card.  

Open Phase: Player 1 decides to use the Mage card 
as a Resource.  Player 1 places the Mage card 
face-down next to the game board.  The face-down 
Mage card is now considered 1 Ready ‘unused’ 
Resource and is able to pay for the Cost of other 
cards in Player 1’s hand.  Player 1 decides to 
Exhaust or ‘spend’ the 1 Resource and plays the 
Crossbowoman card in Player 1’s center Castle 
location.  The Exhausted or ‘used’ Resource is turned 
at a 45 degree angle to visualize the card being 
Exhausted and that it cannot be used again this turn.  
The now in-play Crossbowoman cannot Take a Unit 
Action this turn as it has not been under its 
Controller’s control since the start of Player 1’s 
turn.

End of Turn Phase: the Crossbowoman does not 
have any effects printed on its Ally Text Area 
stating something should occur, so therefore 
nothing happens.  Player 1 has less than 6 cards in 
their hand, so they do not Discard any cards.  



 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

       

  

Example Start of Game (cont.): 
TURN 2 - Player 2‘s (the Player going second) 
1st turn: Player 2  has also previously drawn 
5 cards which are the Troll Captain, Garrulk, 
Wolf Ridas, Chelvit Ridas, and Rock Throwas.

Start of Turn Phase: Player 2 rolls a six-sided die 
and rolls a 1, and moves the Momentum Meter 
token 1 space towards Player 2’s Castle.  Player 2 
draws a card from their deck which is Battle Drumma.

Open Phase: Player 2 can place two, one, or zero 
(2, 1, or 0) cards as Resources.  This is the only time 
when any Player can place more than 1 Resource per 
turn (this is the benefit of choosing to go second).  
Player 2 decides to place the Wolf Ridas card and the 
  Battle Drumma card face-down as Resources next 
  to the game board.  Player 2 now has 2 Ready 
Resources available to pay the Cost of other cards in 
Player 2’s hand.  Player 2 decides to Exhaust these 
2 Resources by turning them at a 45 degree angle 
and plays Chelvit Ridas in Player 2’s center Castle 
location.  The 2 Resources are now Exhausted and 
cannot be used again this turn.    

The now in-play Chelvit Ridas can Take a Unit 
Action the turn it entered play because it has an 
Ability in its Ally Text Area called Haste (can take 
Action immediately).  Becuase taking an Action is 
optional Player 2 chooses not to Take a Unit 
  Action with the Chelvit Ridas.
 
End of Turn Phase: Player 2 decides to End their 
Turn, and no End of Turn effects occur because 
the in-play Chelvit Ridas card Ally Text Area 
does not state that anything should happen.  Since 
Player 2 only has 3 cards in their hand they do not 
Discard any cards. 

TURN 3 - Player 1’s second turn: 
Start of Turn Phase: 1) Player 1 rolls a six-sided die, 
and rolls a 4.  This is more spaces than required to 
reach the Momentum Meter MAX position so the 
token is moved to the MAX space and the 
additional movement is lost. 
2) Player 1 Readies their 1 Resource by turning it 
from 45 degrees to 90 degrees.  The 90 degree angle 
visually communicates this Resources is Ready 
again for use (in-game payday!)
3) Player 1 draws an card from their deck which is 
Shift (an Ability card).  
4) Player 1 does not have any Start of Turn Effects 
as there is nothing written in the Crossbowoman’s 
Ally Text Area that states any Start of Turn Effects 
shall happen.
5) Player 1 moves the Crossbowoman 1 space 
forward (toward Player 2’s Castle) per the 
Crossbowoman’s movement value of 1.

Open Phase: a) Player 1 decides to place the Knight 
face-down as a Resource and now has 2 Ready 
Resources.  
b) Player 1 decides to Exhaust 2 Resources and 
plays the Pikeman in Player 1’s center Castle 
location which has recently been vacated by 
the Crossbowoman moving forward.  
c) Player 1 chooses not to play any Abilities. 
d) Player 1 notices the opposing Chelvit Rida Unit is 
out-of-range of the Crossbowoman’s Ranged 
Linear (1 – 3) Ability, and chooses to Take a Unit 
Action to Charge with the Crossbowoman.  
Player 1 states they are Charging and Charges by 
rolling a six-sided die.  Player 1 rolls a 4 and moves 
the Crossbowoman 4 spaces forward toward the 
Player 2’s Castle (the Pikeman cannot Take a Unit 
Action this turn because it just entered play).

End Turn Phase: 6) End of Turn (nothing happens)
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Example Start of Game (cont.): 
TURN 4 - Player 2’s second turn
Start of Turn Phase: 1) Player 2 rolls a six-sided die 
and rolls a 2.  Player 2 moves the Momentum Meter 
token 2 places toward their Castle direction.
2) Player 2 Readies their 2 Resources.
3) Player 2 draws Rocket Rida from their deck.
4) Player 2 does not have any Start of Turn Effects.
5) Player 2 moves the Chelvit Ridas 2 spaces forward 
per the Chelvit Ridas printed Movement value of 2. 

Open Phase: a) Player 2 decides to place the Rocket 
Rida card face-down as 1 Ready Resource.  Player 2 
now has 3 Ready Resources to pay for the Cost of 
other cards in their hand.  
b) Player 2 decides to Exhaust 2 Resources and plays 
  Rock Throwas in Player 2’s left Castle location.  
  Note: Player 2 does not have to spend all their 
Resources each turn, and leaves 1 Ready Resource.
c) Player 2 chooses not to play any Abilities.
d) Player 2 chooses to Take a Unit Action to Charge 
with the Chelvit Ridas and Charges by rolling a 
six-sided die.  Player 2 rolls a 1 and moves the 
Chelvit Ridas 1 space forward.

Player 2’s Chelvit Ridas are now ‘touching’ the 
opposing Crossbowoman.  When two opposing 
  Units are touching in the same column, they are 
considered ‘Engaged’ in combat. 

Combat: Engaging is when an opposing Unit or 
Castle is ‘touching’ or preventing forward movement 
of one of your Units, and is the fighting aspect of the 

game!  Engaging happens immediately and  
simultaneously.  Once two Units are Engaged 
they cannot be interrupted (unless by an Instant
Ability).  The ‘attacking’ Unit attacks the defending   
Unit with its attack value      minus the Defending 
Units AC     , and the Defending Unit counter-attacks 
with its attack value      minus the attacking Units 
AC     .  [     -      = damage to a Units     Health value]  
When a Unit is at 0 or below Health it is destroyed.  
Units are only Engaged in combat when they are in
the same column.  An enemy Unit in an adjacent side
column is not considered Engaged in combat.  

Example #1 - Combat
Player 2’s Chelvit Ridas attack for 2     attack minus 
the Crossbowoman’s AC of 0      = 2     damage to the 
Crossbowoman.   
Player 1’s Crossbowoman simultaneously 
counter-attacks with its 2     attack minus the 
Chelvit Ridas AC of 0     = 2     damage to the 
Chelvit Ridas.  The Chelvit Ridas has only 1 Health 
and is destroyed.  The Crossbowoman has only 
1 Health and is destroyed.     

 Destroyed Units are removed from the game 
 board and placed face-up in each Player’s 
 respective discard pile.  When a Player’s Unit 
 destroys an opposing Unit, that Player draws 
 a card.  Player 1 draws a card from their 
 deck because their Crossbowoman 
 destroyed the Chelvit Ridas.  Player 2 draws 
 a card from their deck because the Chelvit 
 Ridas destroyed the Crossbowoman.  

 It is still Player 2’s turn however the Rock 
 Throwas cannot Charge or use its 
 Ranged Linear (1 – 2) ability because the 
 Rock Throwas just entered play.  

End of Turn Phase:
6) End of Turn effects (nothing happens) 

TURN 5 - Player 1’s third turn.  The turns continue 
to pass back and forth with each Player taking a 
turn until a Player’s Castle is damaged to 
0 Health.
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Combat (cont.):
Example #2 - Charging Pikewoman vs. Peons & "Strong Movement Bonus" 

  It is the Human Faction Controllers Open Phase 
and declares that the Pikewoman will Charge and 
rolls a six-sided die.  The Pikewoman rolls a 6 and 
moves the Pikewoman moves 3 spaces ahead and 
Engages the Peons (because they are in the same 
column).  The Pikewoman cannot move past, on 
top of, behind, or to the side of the space currently 
occupied by the Peons as the Peons are blocking 
the path and the Units are now Engaged.  
Since the Pikewoman rolled more than the number 
   of spaces required to Engage the Peons) the 
 Pikewoman is granted a “Strong Movement 
Bonus”.  A “Strong Movement Bonus” grants a
+1 attack bonus, thus the Pikewoman gains 
+1 to its attack value.  Combat ensues as
the Pikewoman has base 3     attack +1     attack 
for the “Strong Movement Bonus” minus the 
Peons AC of 0     =4     damage to the Peons.  
[3 + 1 - 0 = 4 damage]
The Peons have 1     attack minus the Pikewomans 
AC of 1     = 0     damage to the Pikewoman.
[1 - 1 = 0 damage]
The Peons only have 1 Health, and are destroyed.  
The Pikewoman takes 0 damage.  The Pikewoman’s 
Controller then draws a card for destroying the 
  Peons.  

Example #3 - "Momentum Bonus"
The situation is the same as 
Example #2 except that the 
Momentum Meter is in 
the “+1 Attack on Strong Charge” 
Area in the Pikewoman’s Controllers favor.  

The Pikewoman Charges and rolls a 4.   The 
Pikewoman moves 3 spaces ahead and Engages
he Peons and because of the Strong Charge gains
the “Strong Movement Bonus” and the 
“Momentum Bonus" because of the Momentum 
Meter being in the Pikewomans favor.  
The Pikewoman will attack with its base 3     attack 
+1     attack for the ”Strong Movement Bonus” 
+1     attack for the “Momentum Bonus” minus the 
Peons AC of 0     = 5     damage.  
[3 + 1 + 1 - 0 = 5 damage]
The Peons counter-attack for 1     attack minus the 
Pikewoman’s AC of 1     = 0     damage.  
[1 - 1 = 0 damage].   

The “Momentum Bonus” benefits every friendly 
Charging Unit on the game board and Units can 
only receive the "Momentum Bonus" with the 
“Strong Movement Bonus".

In these examples the attacking Pikewoman 
Engages only with the defending Peons and no 
damage or other effect is dealt to the Peons Castle.  
When the Pikewoman survives and the Peons 
are destroyed, no damage greater than the Peons
Health is done to the opposing Castle.  

Twist to Example #3, if the Peons had the 
Momentum Meter MAXed in their Controller’s 
favor, the Peons could not gain the “Momentum 
Bonus” as the Peons are not Charging, however 
would gain the +2     attack per the text 
in the Peons Ally Text Area. 
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Combat (cont.):
Example #4 - Cyclical Battle - Cycle stops after 2 “exchanges of combat”  

  A Knight chooses to Charge the opposing Moon 
Guardsman.  The Knight’s Controller rolls a six-sided 
die and rolls a 4.  The Knight moves 1 space ahead 
and Engages the opposing Moon Guardsman.  Since 
the Knight rolled more spaces than required to 
Engage the Moon Guardsman, the Knight gains the 
“Strong Movement Bonus".  The Knight attacks with 
its base 2     attack plus +1     attack for the “Strong 
Charge Bonus" minus the Moon Guardsman's 
AC of 2     = 1     damage.  [2 + 1 - 2 = 1 damage]  
    The Moon Guardsman counter-attacks with 
2     attack minus the Knights AC of 2     = 0 damage.  
[2 - 2 = 0      damage]  The Knight takes 0 damage.  
The Moon Guardsman takes 1 damage.  
Since neither the Knight nor the Moon Guardsman 
were destroyed, both Units remain on the 
Battlefield.  That is the completion of the first 
exchange of combat.  The second exchange of 
combat is similar, however all Charge related 
bonuses are removed (simulating locked fighting) 
and unfolds immediately.  The Knight attacks with 
2     attack minus the Moon Guardsman's AC of 2 
= 0 damage.  [2 - 2 = 0 damage]  
The Moon Guardsman counter-attacks with 
2     attack minus the Knights AC of 2     = 0 damage.  
  [2 - 2 = 0 damage].  Since neither Unit is 
destroyed, both Units remain on the Battlefield.  
These Units remain Engaged in combat.  

There are not two exchanges of combat with 
Castles.

  
  Infinite Cyclical Combat - Engaged 
  Units will continue to perform two 
  exchanges of combat every Move 
  Units step if the Unit has a printed 
  Movement of 1 or greater AND will 
  perform two exchanges of combat 
  during the Open Phase if the 
  Controlling Player chooses that Ally 
  to Take an Action to Attack.  If no Units
  are destroyed then both Units remain 
  on the Battlefield (having a high Health 
  and a high AC Unit in a column is a 
  good column blocking technique).

Difference between ‘Charging’ and ‘Attack’
Charging is when your friendly Ally is NOT currently 
‘touching’ or Engaged in Combat with an opposing 
Unit or Castle.  When your Ally Charges it may 
gain an movement based attack bonus.  An Attack 
is performed while an Ally is currently Engaged with 
an opposing Unit or Castle.  No Charge bonuses 
can be gained during an Attack.

An Allied Unit blocks the column
A Charging or moving Ally cannot 'go through' or 
‘pass around’ friendly Units unless the moving 
Ally has an Ability that allows it to pass through 
the blocking Unit (such as the Phase Ability).

Movement during the Move Units step 
During your Move Units step the 'most forward' 
Ally must be moved first, then the next most forward 
Ally.  If there are ties you choose which Ally to move 
first. In this figure there are 4 friendly Allies.  Ally A 
moves forward first.  You now have a choice to 
move Ally B or Ally C next, once Ally B and Ally C 
have moved Ally D is moved last.
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Combat (cont.):
Combat during the Move Units Step
When an Ally during its Move Unit step Engages 
an opposing Unit or Castle the Ally can obtain the 
“Strong Movement Bonus” but NOT the 
“Momentum Bonus”.  The “Momentum Bonus” 
is only granted during a Charge.

Example #5 - Your Unit during its Move Unit step 
Engages with an opposing undefended Castle.

Undefended means there is no opposing Unit in the 
opposing Castle Area.  The moving Unit will stop 
    and Engage the opposing Castle Wall which is 
visualized as a white bar on the Battelfield.  Your 
Units can never enter the opposing Castle Area.  Your 
Deft Assassin has 3 Movement and during your Move 
Units step the Deft Assassin will move forward 
1 space (because it cannot enter the opposing Castle 
Area) and since there is no defending opposing Unit 
the Deft Assassin Engages directly with the opposing 
Castle.  The Deft Assassin attacks with base 4     attack 
+1     attack for the ”Strong Movement Bonus” 
minus the opposing Castles AC of 0     = 5     damage 
to the opposing Castle.  [4 + 1 – 0 = 5 damage]  
The opposing Castle will take 5 damage.  
There are not two exchanges of combat with Castles, 
and after all your other Allies have moved it begins 
 your your Open Phase.  During your Open Phase 
the Deft Assassin remains Engaged in combat with 
the opposing Castle.  The Deft Assassin cannot 
Charge the opposing Castle because it is Engaged 
with the opposing Castle but can Take an Action to 
Attack the Castle.  

Yes!, even though the Deft Assassin just dealt 
5 damage during the Move Units step your 
Deft Assassin can deal more damage during 
your Open Phase.  The Deft Assassin will Take a 
Unit Action to Attack and will attack 
with 4     attack minus the opposing 
Castle AC of 0     = 4     damage to the opposing 
Castle.  [4 – 0 = 4 damage]  
This is a total of 9 damage to the opposing Castle 
on your turn.  This is why a Castle should rarely be 
left undefended!

Example #6 - Open Phase and a defender is played
into a Castle.
Your Deft Assassin from Example #5 is still at the 
opposing Players Castle Wall, however it is now the 
opposing Players Open Phase.  When an Unit
is played into a Castle and there is an opposing 
Unit they immediately Engage in combat.  

The opposing Player has played Lord Garrulk in 
their Castle Area and immediately Engages in 
combat with your Deft Assassin.  Your Deft 
Assassin attacks for 4     attack minus 
Lord Garrulk’s 2     AC = 2     damage to 
Lord Garrulk [4 – 2 = 2 damage].  
Lord Garrulk counter-attacks for 5 attack minus 
the Deft Assassin’s 0 AC = 5 damage to the Deft 
Assassin [5 – 0 = 5 damage].  Your Deft Assassin 
is destroyed and removed from the Battlefield, and 
Lord Garrulk takes 2 damage.  This Engagement is 
NOT Taking a Unit Action.  It is still the opposing 
Players turn, and Boss Garrulk has the Haste 
Ability and can now either Do Nothing or Charge. 
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Combat (cont.):
Combat & Adjacency
Engaging with an Enemy Unit does not occur while
the Enemy Unit is in an adjacent column.  
During your Move Units step or during a Charge 
your Pikewoman (A) cannot Engage Enemy B, C, or D.  

 
Spaces C, E, F, and H are adjacent spaces to space A.  
Space D is NOT adjacent to space A.
(adjacency is critical for Resurrection, Call Ally, 
Howl, Aura and other effects)

Abilities:
Example #7 - Ability Resolution
   It is your Move Units step and you have just 
   Strongly Charged your Yew Bowoman into an 
opposing Lord Garrulk

You recognize your Charge will yeild only 5 attack 
+1 attack for the “Strong Movement Bonus” minus 
Lord Garrulks 2 AC = 4 damage to Lord Garrulk.  
[5 + 1 - 2 = 4 damage to Boss Garrulk]
You need more fire power to destroy Lord Garrulk!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Luckily, in your hand you have two Instant      
Abilities called Wild Wrath. 

before the Engagement you play a Wild Wrath
Ability on your Yew Bowoman which will give your
Yew Bowoman +2 attack for 1 turn which you 
believe will be enough to destroy Lord Garrulk...  
But!, your opponent suspected a sneaky play and 
Exhausts 1 Resource to play their own Instant       
Ability targeting Lord Garrulk which gives 
Lord Garrulk 
+1 AC for 1 turn.  
You cannot 
withdrawl your 
Wild Wrath
because it has 
already been 
played.  But, 
you could 
play your second 
  Wild Wrath Ability if you wish.  You Exhaust a 
 Resource to play the second Instant      Ability 
 Wild Wrath targeting the Yew Bowoman 
 providing an additional +2 attack.  
 
 Abilities pile in a “stack” and then are resolved 
 off the top of the stack.
 Abilities entered the stack in this order:
  1) Your Wild Wrath #1
  2) Your opponents Shield Blessing
  3) Your Wild Wrath #2
 Abilities now resolve as they come 
 off the stack: 
  3)  Wild Wrath #2 grants the your
   Yew Bowoman +2 attack
  2)  Shield Blessing grants Lord
   Garrulk +1 AC
  1)  Wild Wrath #1 grants your 
   Yew Bowoman +2 attack
The Engagement resolves and both Units are 
destroyed.
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Abilities (cont.):
Ranged Linear, a Unit with the Ranged Linear 
Ability during its Open Phase may Take an Unit 
Action to ‘shoot’ any one potential opposing Unit 
within its printed range with its attack value without 
receiving a counter-attack from the opposing Unit 
(a ranged attack!)  This includes shooting over 
Allied or opposing Units to shoot an opposing Unit 
further down the Battlefield (you cannot shoot or 
damage your friendly Units).  There are no 
“line-of-sight” rules with Ranged attacks. 
A Unit with Ranged Linear (1 – 3) cannot ‘shoot’ 
an opposing Unit 1 space in front of it, because this 
Unit would Engage in combat with the opposing 
Unit.  Units cannot ‘shoot’ the opposing Castle. 
The Crossbowoman’s range (in yellow) below has 
the Ranged Linear (1 – 3) Ability.  

The Vast Sorcerer’s range (in green) above has 
the Ranged Adjacent (1 - 4) Ability.  Like Ranged 
Linear, Ranged Adjacent does not include spaces 
behind the Unit.  It does include spaces directly 
adjacent to the Unit.

The Elvish Councilor has the Aura (2 squares) 
Ability.  An Aura with 2 squares of range above 
(in orange) includes the 2 adjacent squares in 
front of AND behind the Unit (Note: this is different 
than Ranged Adjacent).  Aura is always in effect 
including before and after movement and is active 
for the entire length of a Charge. If the Unit 
providing the Aura bonus is destroyed the bonus 
is immediately removed and is no longer in effect.        

 

 

 
Example #8 - Your Necromancer is near a friendly 
Spirit Finder during your Start of Turn Phase. 
Your Spirit Finder is within the required 3 squares of 
the Necromancers Ability Aura: adjacent friendly 
Units (3 squares) gain +1 Movement and +2 Attack

 
During your Start of Turn Move Units step your
Spirit Finder is gaining the +1 movement and 
+2 attack, the Spirit Finder's original movement 
was 0, but is now 1 due to the bonus given by 
the Necromancer [0 + 1 = 1 movement].  Thus your
Spirit Finder will move 1 space forward.  Your 
Necromancer would then move forward per its 
printed movement value of 1 (your Necromancer 
cannot gain its own bonus).          

Example #9 - It is your Open Phase and your 
Spirit Finder is too far away from your 
Necromancer to gain the Necromancers 
+1 movement and +2 attack bonus.       
 

You decide to Take a Unit Action and Charge your 
Necromancer forward, and roll a six-sided dice.  
You roll a 1 and your Necromancer will now move 
1 space forward.  
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Abilities (cont.):
Example #9 (cont.) - Your Spirit Finder is now 
receiving the +1 movement and +2 attack bonus 
provided by the Necromancer.   

You decide to Take a Unit Action to Charge with 
Spirit Finder (with its increased stats).  You roll 
a six-sided dice and roll a 5.  The Spirit Finder will 
move 6 spaces.  5 + 1 movement from the 
Necromancers bonus for a total of 6 movement.
[5 +1 = 6 movement].  Your Spirit Finder will Engage 
the opposing Unit with the “Strong Movement 
Bonus”.  Your Spirit Finder has 1 attack, +2 attack 
from the Necromancers bonus, +1 attack from the 
“Strong Movement Bonus” for a total of 4 attack 
[1 + 2 + 1 = 4].  Because at the start of the Charge 
the Spirit Finder had the bonus the Spirit Finder will 
   finish its Charge and Engagement with the bonus 
even though your Spirit Finder will leave the 
Necromancers Aura area. 

Example #10 - Your Necromancer granting its 
Aura bonus to your Spirit Finder at the Start of 
the your Turn Phase.

Becuase your Necromancer is in front of your 
Spirit Finder the Necromancer will move first.  The 
Necromancer moves forward 1 space.  After the 
Necromancer’s Movement of 1 the friendly Spirit 

 

 

 

 
Finder Unit is out-of-range of the Necomancers Aura 
bonus.  Therefore the Spirit Finder will move forward 
its printed movement value of 0 spaces (not 1 space) 
as it is out-of-range of the Necromancer’s bonus.  
 
Resurrection if a destroyed Unit is chosen by its 
Controller to resurrect adjacent to an opposing Unit 
or Castle, the resurrected Ally will immediately 
Engage with the opposing Unit.  The resurrected 
Ally will not immediately Engage with the opposing 
Castle (just like Example #6).  A resurrected Unit 
may not Take a Unit Action such as a Charge, or 
Take a Unit Action to use an Ability (in blue text) 
because the resurrected Unit has not been under its 
Controller’s control since the beginning of that 
Controllers turn (the Unit was destroyed and then 
returned to the Battlefield).  The Player who 
destroyed the Unit with the resurrection Ability does 
draw a card each and everytime the Unit with 
Resurrection is destroyed.  If a Unit with 
Resurrection and an Attachment “       ” is 
destroyed, the Attachment is also destroyed and 
will not return with the resurrected Unit.  When a 
Unit is attached with an Ability that gives the Unit 
Resurrection and the Unit is destroyed, the Unit 
is resurrected, the Attachment is lost, and the Unit 
returns to play with a soul token on it.

Resurrection and Necro if a friendly Ally with the 
Resurrection Ability is destroyed, it returns to play 
with 1 soul token on it.  If that Ally if destroyed 
again and is gaining the effect of Necro then the 
Ally with Resurrection returns to the Battlefield a 
second time with a second soul token on it.  Soul 
tokens are not removed when an Ally with 
Resurrection is destroyed.  No Unit can have 3 
soul tokens on it.   

Cannot Charge this Unit cannot perform a Charge 
Unit Action and therefore can never receive the 
“Momentum Bonus”.  A Unit with Cannot 
Charge can still Engage with the “Strong 
Movement Bonus”.  Units with Cannot Charge 
that are currently Engaged with an opposing 
Castle or Unit MAY  Take a Unit Action to Attack 
during the Open Phase.  This is not a Charge and 
no dice are rolled because the Unit is currently 
Engaged is Taking a Unit Action to Attack.  
Combat ensues as normal.
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Single Player Rules:
The Player always goes first.  You draw 5 cards, 
and can only place 1 Resource on your first Open 
Phase.  Monsters take turns exactly like 2-Player 
rules except for the following differences:

Monster Start of Turn Phase:  
You roll 1 die for the Monsters Momentum and 
move the Momentum Meter in the Monsters 
favor only.  Then move the 1-Player turn 
counter on the game board forward 1 space 
(to T1 for the first Monster turn).  Monster Units 
have Start of Turn Effects only if specifically 
printed on the Monster’s Ally Text Area.  
Monsters Move Units during the Move Unit 
step and if a Monster Engages a Player’s Unit or 
 the Player’s Castle during the Move Unit step 
 the Monster Engages in combat in the same 
manner as 2-Player mode. 

Monster Open Phase:
Monsters do not place Resources, do not draw 
cards, and do not play Abilities.  Monsters will 
Take Unit Actions as written in the Monster Ally 
Text Area for each Monster.  Each and every 
Monster Unit Takes a Unit Action.  If a Monster 
Engages a Player’s Unit or the Player’s Castle 
  the Monster Engages in combat in the same 
manner as 2-Player mode.  If a Monster Engages 
a Player’s undefended Castle the Monster will 
not perform the Ability on its Ally Text Area and 
will Attack the Player’s Castle as its Unit Action 
for the turn.   

Monster End of Turn Phase:
End of Turn effects are resolved as normal and 
additional Monsters are now added to the 
Monster’s Castle (as directed by the Scenario 
and what number End of Turn it is).

Monster Priority, the furthest ahead Monster 
Unit (toward the Player’s Castle) will take its 
 movement or Action first.  If there is a tie 
Monsters are assigned values on a six-sided 
die, the die is rolled, and that Monster Takes 
its Action first.    
 
       

 

 

 

 
Example #11 - Monster Priority, with 5 Gelatinous
Oozes at the Monster’s Start of Turn Phase

    

While moving Monster Units in the same row use 
Monster Priority.  Monster A is assigned 1 and 2, 
Monster B is assigned 3 and 4, and Monster C is 
assigned 5 and 6.  A six-sided die is rolled and the 
result is a 4.  Monster B moves forward toward the 
Player's Castle per its printed movement value of 1 
and Engages with the Player’s undefended Castle.  
Monster B has an attack of 2 and the Player’s Castle 
takes 2 damage.  Monster B’s Move Units step is now 
over.  A die is rolled, it is a 3, however Monster B 
already moved this Phase.  The die is re-rolled, it is a 
2.  Monster A moves forward its movement value of 
1.  Monster A Engages with the Player's undefended 
Castle and the Player’s Castle takes 2 damage.  
Monster C then moves forward its movement 
value and Engages the Player’s Castle as it is the last 
remaining Monster Unit to move.  Monster D and 
Monster E now also move forward per Monster 
Priority.  Monster D is assigned 1, 2, and 3.  Monster 
E is assigned 4, 5, and 6.  A six-sided die is rolled 
and it is a 1.  Monster D moves 1 space ahead.  
Monster E then moves last.  
It is now the Monsters Open Phase.  Monster A, 
B, and C are currently Engaged with the Player’s 
Castle.  Per Monster Priority a die is rolled, it is a 6.  
Monster C will NOT activate its Expand Ability per 
its Ally Text Area but will instead Take a Unit 
Action to Attack the Player’s Castle.  The Player’s 
undefended Castle will take 2 damage.  The 
remaining Monsters will continue to take their 
Actions per Monster Priority.    
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Single Player Rules (cont.):
Scenario details:
• Title 
• Victory and Loss 
Condition

• What Monsters exist at 
  the start of the game
• What Monsters are added 
  to the Monster Castle at the 
  End of Monster’s first turn.  

• No Monsters join at the 
  End of the Monster’s second turn (T2).
 
• “Tn” means what Monsters enter the Monster 
  Castle for the rest of the game (T4, T5, T6, etc.).  
  In this example 1 Mercenary will join the 
  Monster Castle at the End of every turn.  
  (if this is blank, then no more Monsters enter 
  play!)

When Monsters add Units at the End of thier 
Turn please follow the Scenario instructions in 
the “Where” column.  If there are any ties for 
Monster addition use Monster Priority for 
resolution.

Right = right Monster Castle location 
Center = center Monster Castle location
Left = left Monster Castle location 
Random = random Castle location selected by 
Monster Priority
Least Monsters column = Castle location in the 
column with least Allied Monsters in the column
Most Monsters column = column with most 
Allied Monsters in the column
Closest Player Unit = column with Player’s Units 
closest to the Monster Castle
Furthest Player Unit = column with no Player
Units, OR the furthest away Player Units
Castle = place the Unit in any unoccupied 
Monster Castle space (Player’s choice)

 
       

 

 

    

        • Where Monsters 
           are added to the 
           Monster’s Castle 
           at the End of the 
           Monster’s turn.  

Example #12 - At the End of the Monster’s third 
turn (T3) 1 Elite Mercenary enters the Monster’s 
Castle in which ever column has the closest Player 
Unit threatening the Monster’s Castle.  

Then 1 Mercenary is added by Monster Priority.  
In this example there are 2 free Monster Castle 
locations A and B (as the Elite Mercenary has 
populated one location already). A would be assigned 
to 1, 2, and 3 and B would be assigned 4, 5, and 6.  
A six-sided die would be rolled and the Mercenary 
would be placed in the resulting location.

Monsters with the Ranged Linear Ability will 
Take an Action to 'shoot' the closest Player Unit 
in the range of a Monster with the Ranged Linear 
Ability.  If there are two or more Player’s Units the 
 same number of spaces from the Monster and both 
    within range of the Monster, use Monster Priority 
       to decide which Player Unit is the target of 
          the Monster’s Ranged Linear attack.    
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Scenario #Example - Scenario Title
Victory Condition: Destroy the Monster’s Castle  
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)   Where   
Start 1 Mercenary   Center   
T1 1 Elite Mercenary   Left
T2
T3 1 Elite Mercenary &  Closest Player Unit
 1 Mercenary   Random
Tn 1 Mercenary   Closest Player Unit
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Single Player Rules (cont.):
Example #13: - Expand - when a Gelatinous 
Ooze uses its Expand Ability, roll a six-sided 
die and the place the new Unit as shown.  

If there are no available spaces for a new Unit to 
enter play, then a Unit is not added. 

The Gelatinous Ooze with the Yellow box 
can Expand in the locations with the numbers.

The Gelatinous Ooze with the Purple box 
cannot Expand, and an additional Gelatinous 
Ooze is not added to the Battlefield.

When you complete a special condition which 
grants your Hero a Level, you are welcome to add 
a Stamp to the Hero card currently in play to 
Level-up your Heroes! (Note: the color of the 
Stamp much match the slot on your Hero) 

 

 

Single Player Campaign:
As a Faction Commander you are the leader of your 
kind.  The safety of your people and the never 
ending pursuit of the goals of your Faction are 
considerable responsibilities.  
Always there are rumors of wild relics and 
mysterious stories of their existence and sudden 
disappearance.  Commonly these tales are just that... 
a drunken bard’s tale or some merchant looking 
to gain traffic to his stall.  But recently there 
appears to be some truth to a new tale.  A magical 
armor once thought lost, reappearing... in the hands 
of a group of Mercenaries in the North.  What adds
to the truth is the rumor of the formidable strength
these Mercenaries have brought to the battlefield of 
late.  These very Mercenaries have even begun 
raiding your frontier outposts!  The nerve!  You must 
settle the score with these upstart Mercenaries and in 
doing so you also secretly seek this rumored magical 
armor they potentially may know the whereabouts 
of, or maybe...       ...even hiding themselves...

Scenario #1 - A Just Offensive?
Victory Condition: Destroy the Monster Castle  
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)  Where   
Start 1 Mercenary  Center   
T1 1 Mercenary  Left
T2 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit 
T3 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit   
T4 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit    
T5 1 Mercenary  Random   
T6 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit     
T7 2 Mercenaries  Castle         
T8 1 Mercenary Lieutenant & Closest Player Unit   
 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit   
T9 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit      
T10 2 Elite Mercenaries Closest Player Unit      
Tn

... Foolish Mercenaries cannot bear the might of 
our sword and they fear the call of our horns.  To 
believe these Mercenaries would even think about 
fighting back.  Inside their fallen outpost we even 
collected a small map leading us right to their 
‘hiding location’.  Ha!  
Upon travelling for many leagues North a small 
stone outpost can be seen in the distance 
matching the figures on your map.   
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Single Player Campaign (cont.):
“My liege, our scouts have had no reports 
and it appears there no living things roaming 
outside the outpost.”  As we approach closer 
a small Gelatinous Ooze can be seen exiting the 
Castle gate!  I wonder what we will come across 
at this ‘hiding location’?

Scenario #2 - Treasure Hunt
Victory Condition: Destroy the Monster Castle  
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
Special Condition: The Monster center Castle 
location cannot be Engaged (and therefore 
cannot take damage) and Monsters may not
be added to the Monster Center Castle location.  
If there are not enough Gelatinous Ooze Monster 
 cards to add to the Battlefield then no other 
 Gelatinous Ooze are added. 
              Monster(s)  Where
Start Ability "Magic Armor" in the Monster Center 
 Castle Location & a Gelatinous Ooze on the 
 Battlefield in front of the “Magic Armor”       
T1          
T2          
T3 Gelatinous Ooze  Closest Player Unit        
Tn Gelatinous Ooze  Closest Player Unit
   
  ... Ooze?!  Now why in the world was there 
Gelatinous Ooze protecting the Mercenaries loot?  
Or perhaps the Mercenaries are not as strong as we 
thought?  Or has the Ooze has simply destroyed 
every last vestment of Mercenary resistance?  The 
Ooze simply do not appear to belong in this foreign 
land, lets continue to explore this oddity and see if 
we can obtain more magical artifacts!

 

Scenario #3 - Find them... and destroy them
Victory Condition: Destroy all Monsters.  If at 
anytime there are no opposing Units on 
the Battlefield, you Win.
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
Special Condition: If a 12th Gelatinous Ooze would 
be added to Battlefield, add the Gelatinous Ooze 
Lord instead.  The Gelatinous Ooze Lord can only 
be added once.
             Monster(s)   Where   
Start 1 Mercenary  Random 
 1 Mercenary  Random 
T1 1 Mercenary  Random 
T2 1 Mercenary  Random 
T3 1 Elite Mercenary & Least Monsters 
     column 
 1 Gelatinous Ooze  Least Monsters 
     column 
T4 1 Mercenary  Least Monsters 
     column 
T5        
T6        
T7 1 Elite Mercenary  Least Monsters 
     column 
T8 1 Mercenary  Least Monsters 
     column 
T9 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest player Unit 
 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest player Unit 
Tn 1 Mercenary  Least Monsters 
     column

... These Mercenaries are indeed Stong!  They are
defending their territory as if the very secrets of 
the Universe were being hidden by their scholars... 
Lets continue to press our advantage!
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Single Player Campaign (cont.):
Scenario #4 - Who Awakened the Ooze?
Victory Condition: Destroy the Monster Castle, 
Defeat the Gelatinous Ooze Lord, or defeat the 
Mercenary with the Ooze Wand
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
Special Condition: Destroy the Mercenary with
the Ooze Wand to gain 1 Hero Level
              Monster(s)  Where
Start 1 Giant Gelatinous Ooze Random
T1 1 Gelatinous Ooze  Least Monsters 
     column     
T2 1 Gelatinous Ooze  Closest Player Unit
T3 1 Mercenary with Ooze Wand
     Furthest Player Unit

 “You tresspassers are most unwelcome in my 
  outpost, it heeds me not how you have 
arrived at this most unduly time, however I 
will see to it I conjure something so you do not 
bother me again.”

T4       
T5 End of Turn Mercenary with Ooze Wand departs      
T6 1 Gelatinous Ooze Lord Closest Player Unit
Tn       
      
... Well we escaped with our lives intact, and we are 
free of this terrible outpost.  Its appears this
    Mercenary that has some sort of ‘control’ over 
the Ooze... if this is so, this is fell news indeed, we 
should regroup our forces with haste and crush the
Mecenary Keep before this Ooze Wanded Mercenary 
can counter!

 

Scenario #5 - To the Mercenary Keep
Victory Condition: Defeat X the Mercenary General
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)  Where   
Start 2 Mercenaries  Random
T1
T2 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit
T3 1 Mercenary Catapult Furthest Player Unit
T4 3 Mercenaries  Castle
T5 1 X the Mercenary General
     Closest Player Unit
T6 1 Mercenary Lietenant &  Least Allies Column
 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit
T7 3 Mercenaries  Castle
T8 1 Mercenary Catapult Closest Player Unit
 Tn 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit 
 
... As our last warrior pulls his blade from the 
Mercenary General, one of our rank can be heard 
saying “I hope this terrible Mercenary problem 
is solved once and for all-----” but is cut short by 
a deafing
 

             !!!ROOOOOOAR!!! 

that can be heard ringing from the mountains....   
it appears the Mecenaries have mastered the flank, 
and HERE THEY COME!!
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Single Player Campaign (cont.):
Scenario #6 - Revenge of the Mercenaries
Victory Condition: Survive until the End of your 
6th turn
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)  Where 
Start 2 Mercenaries  Left and Right
T1 1 Elite Mercenary  Center
T2 1 Mercenary Catapult Furthest Player Unit
T3 1 Elite Mercenary & Closest Player Unit
 1 Mercenary  Least Monster 
     column
T4 1 Elite Mercenary & Closest Player Unit
 2 Mercenaries  Castle
T5 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit
Tn 
      
...how did we survive?, where did they come from??, 
is that the Mercenary with that horrible Wand 
approaching us??? 

"Well, well, well,... well, it appears I'm the Big 
Boss now, thank you for doing all the dirty 
work, hahahaha!!!, Let’s CRUSH ‘em boys!”

Scenario #7 - From Bad to Worse
Victory Condition: Destroy the Monster Castle, 
   Defeat the Gelatinous Ooze Lord, or Defeat 
   the Mercenary with Ooze Wand
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)  Where
Start 1 Mercenary with Ooze  
    Wand &   Center
 1 Mercenary  Random
T1 1 Gelatinous Ooze  Center
T2       
 

 

              Monster(s)  Where
T3 1 Giant Gelatinous Ooze  Castle (remove 
 &    other Monsters in 
     the Monster Castle)
 1 Gelatinous Ooze Lord Castle
 End of T3 Mercenary with Ooze Wand 
 departs
 
“I'll leave you with this now, IF you survive 
come and meet me in my lair… just follow 
the Ooze... hahaha"
     
Tn

... Well, I for one have had enough of this brigand 
Mercenary... he appears not to have any care in the 
world!  We march to that Mercenary shack and we 
shall smash it down upon him.  After the northward 
march and upon earshot of the small stone outpost 
a voice can be heard ”They are here!”

Scenario #8 - What is THAT!?
Victory Condition: Destroy the Enormously Large 
Gelatinous Ooze
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)   Where      
Start 1 Mercenary   Center 
T1 3 Mercenaries   Castle 
T2   
T3   
T4 1 Enormously Large Gelatinous Ooze
      Castle
Tn

Upon destroying the Enormously Large 
Gelatinous Ooze your Hero gains 1 Hero Level

... Holy earth and sky that was a major undertaking!  
As you approach the stone outposts inner sanctum 
you can hear that same terrible Mercenary speak...
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Single Player Campaign (cont.):

"Welcome to my humble abode, it’s alright if you 
missed the ceiling arrangements because soon, 
you will observe them for eternity HAHA!!"
   
Scenario #9 - The Final Showdown
Victory Condition: Defeat the Mercenary with the 
Ooze Wand, AND Destroy the opposing Castle
Loss Condition: Player’s Castle is destroyed
              Monster(s)  Where
 Start 1 Elite Mercenary  Center 
T1 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit 
T2 1 Elite Mercenary  Closest Player Unit 
T3 1 Giant Gelatinous Ooze  Random
 &     
 1 Mercenary  Castle 
T4 1 Mercenary with Ooze Wand & 
     Furthest Player Unit 
 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit
T5 1 Mercenary Catapult & Least Monsters column 
 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit 
T6 1 Mercenary  Closest Player Unit
T7 1 Mercenary Lieutenant Closest Player Unit 
T8 1 Mercenary  Least Monsters column  
 Tn 1 Elite Mercenary & Closest Player Unit
 1 Mercenary  Least Monsters column

...Fatally wounded, the Mercenary with the Ooze 
Wand falls to the Castle floor.  All the dark twisted 
energy seems to have drained from his control and 
Ooze can be seen seeping through the broken Castle
grounds.  As he exhales his final breath, the 
sunlight of the first rays of dawn can be seen bursting 
over the treetops dashing their light upon the Castle 
floors and your new lands.

Credits:
Publisher      MomentumVolsk
Boardgame Design   TJ Dunbar
Storyline      TJ Dunbar
Marketing Executive  Andrew Pearson Giaume  

 

Artists:
Single Player Campaign Benita Winckler
Elves      Cryssy Cheung
Game board    Jared Blando
Humans     Kevin Falkenberg, and 
    こちも(Kochimo)
Wolves     Ken Huntley
Orcs     Christopher Clements
Undead       Will Pottorff, and 
    Ben Donahue
Vampires      Betsy Peterschmidt

Contributors:
KS backers
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Key Points and Reminders: 
• Text on a cards Ally Text Area will always take 
   precedence (trump) text in the Rule booklet.
• 1 Resource can be Exhausted on your Open 
   Phase to move the Momentum Meter in any 
   direction 2 spaces (can be done multiple
   times per turn).
• 3 Resources can be Exhausted on your Open 
   Phase to draw a card from your own deck (can 
   be done multiple times per turn).
• A Unit cannot ‘Take an Action’ the turn it 
   entered play.
• Your Units cannot enter an opposing Player’s 
   Castle Area.  Your Units stop at the opposing 
   Castle Wall (white box on the game board) and 
   Engage with the Castle in combat.
• During the Move Units step the 'most forward' 
   Unit a Player controls must be moved first.  Then 
   the next most forward.  If there are any ties or 
   Units that are adjacent, the Player whose 
   turn it is chooses which Units to move first.
• Each and every Unit you control can take 
   1 Action on your turn.  An Action can be:
    1. Do nothing    
    2. Charge   
    3. Activate an Ability “     ” in blue text in your 
            Units Ally Text Area (if applicable)
    4. If Engaged with an opposing Unit or 
     Castle then that Unit can Attack.
• Every Unit can Charge as an Action.  
• A Charge is an Action and therefore a Unit 
    cannot Charge and then use an Ability in the 
    Unit’s Ally Text Area (a Unit cannot Charge 
    and then once its done Charging use an Ability 
    such as Ranged Linear (1 – 4) to shoot an 
    opposing Unit.  This would require 2 Actions, 
    and each Unit only has 1 Action).
• A Unit with Ranged Linear cannot ‘shoot’ the 
    opposing Castle.
• A Unit can only receive the "Momentum Bonus" 
   with the “Strong Movement Bonus" and during 
   a Charge.  The Momentum Meter must be in the 
   Charging Player’s benefical range to provide the 
   ”Momentum Bonus”.
• Abilities that must use an Action to activate are 
   written in blue text and have the “     ” symbol on a 
   Units Ally Text Area, and cannot be activated if 
   the Unit is Engaged in combat.
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• Even if a Unit has "Cannot Charge" it can still
   attack during the Open Phase.  When the Unit 
   is Engaged with an opposing Unit or Castle it may
   Take an Action to Attack. 
• The second exchange of combat is the same as 
   the first exchange combat however all Charge 
   related bonuses are removed.  
• AC (Armor Class) “     ” is never destroyed and 
   always regenerates including for the second 
   exchange of battle.  
• If a Unit takes damage but is not destroyed the 
   injured Unit is marked with a 6-sided die to signify 
   the number of Health points the Unit has 
   remaining (Units do not regain Health)
• When one of your friendly Allies (not a Player or 
   token) destroys an opposing Unit you draw a card.    
• Movement bonuses granted by your Allies or by 
   Abilities played from your hand take effect during 
   both Move Units step and during the entire length 
   of a Charge including combat.  
• Abilities lasting for "1 turn", only last the 
   Controlling Player’s turn.  This does not extend 
   into the opposing Player’s turn.  
• All Abilities can ‘stack’ to form multiple instances 
   unless otherwise written on the card. 
• Ability cards can only be played during the Open 
   Phase however, Instant      Abilities can be played 
   on any Players turn at any time.  Attachment 
        Abilities permanently stay with a Unit.    
• All Monster Units that Engage with an undefended 
   Player‘s Castle on their Move Units step will not 
   perform the Ability on its Ally Text Area and will 
   Attack the Player’s Castle as its Action.  This 
   happens even if the Monster Unit has Cannot 
   Charge.
• If a Large Monster that occupies 2 or more columns 
   Engages 2 different Player Units at the same time 
   the Monster does its Attack to both of the Player’s 
   Units at the same time and the Player’s Units
   counter-attack at the same time.  The Monster’s 
   AC     will regenerate for each Engagement.
• When a Player runs out of cards to draw the 
   discard pile is NOT reshuffled.  That Player MUST 
   play at least 1 card on their turn. 

 

 


